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Abstract:
Interpreters of Romans have not recognized the Isaianic character
of Paul’s description of the kingdom in Rom 14:17. Therefore, in this paper
I demonstrate that there is an intertextual relationship between multiple
Isaianic texts and Rom 14:17. First, I identify key texts in Isaiah that depict
kings or kingdoms and share terms found in Romans: righteousness,
peace, joy, good, and spirit. Second, I conclude by rereading Romans
14:17 in dialogue with Isaianic kingdom texts. This reading reveals that
Romans presents the kingdom of God—and the church community—as the
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Introduction
It is safe to say that Paul’s epistle to the Romans is one of the most
contested documents in the New Testament, especially since the Protestant
reformation. In recent decades, interpreters have investigated the use and
1
Consequently, interest has arisen
in the multitude of scriptural citations, allusions, and echoes in Romans.2
Although citations and allusions pervade the entire letter, interpreters have
been drawn to Rom 9–11, likely due to the sheer density of citations.3
Isaiah has taken a central position in the discussion because it is cited by
permeate Romans.4 Moreover, multiple scholars have noted that the New
Testament’s theology concerning the gospel and the kingdom of God is
intimately connected to Isaiah’s eschatological hope, and this connection
5
Lastly, in
recent years interpreters of Romans have noticed the prominence of peace
language in contrast to the other Pauline Epistles, and this has spurred
numerous investigations.6
However, interpreters have overlooked the intimate connection
between peace and Isaiah in Romans, and interpretations of Rom 14:17
have not recognized the Isaianic character of Paul’s description of the
kingdom.7 Therefore, in this paper I demonstrate that there is an intertextual
relationship between multiple texts of Isaiah and the description of the
kingdom of God in Rom 14:17. Paul’s statement, “The kingdom of God
is … righteousness, peace, and joy in the holy spirit,” is not a uniquely
Pauline description, but it is characteristic of multiple Isaianic kingdom
discourses.8
texts in Isaiah that depict kings or kingdoms, and I indicate that these texts
also mention key terms found in Romans: righteousness, peace, joy, good,
and the Spirit. Second, I conclude by rereading Romans 14:17 in dialogue
with Isaianic kingdom texts. This reading reveals that Romans presents the
eschatological hope for peace.
Isaiah’s Kingdom of Peace and Righteousness
Isaiah is a massive work, and there is no way to cover every
text that depicts a king or a kingdom. However, in the following section
I demonstrate that peace and righteousness are primary themes in LXX
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Isaiah’s kingdom discourses. Secondarily, good, joy, hope, and Spirit also
appear regularly in kingdom discourses.
Isaiah begins with indictment. The people of God are laden with
corruption and iniquity. The prophet writes, “Woe, sinful nation, people
weighed down with iniquity, offspring who do evil, children who deal
destruction” (Isa 1:4). Later, after the song of the vineyard, Isaiah explains
God’s disdain for the vineyard; “he hoped for justice, and behold there was
bloodshed; he hoped for righteousness, and behold there was a cry!” (Isa
5:7).9 Clearly, the prophet Isaiah had a problem with the people of God—
they were unjust, violent, and corrupt.
Isaiah offers a solution to this quandary in Isa 7, 9, and 11 by
envisioning a king who will lead God’s people to redemption.10 Beginning
in 7, the prophet explains that a king will be born who does good, not evil;
“a virgin will conceive in the womb, and she will birth a son, and you will
name him Emmanuel. … before he knows to prefer evil he will choose
good (
). For before the child knows good (
) or evil, he refuses
evil, to choose good (
)” (LXX Isa 7:14–16). Although this prophetic
utterance may have been about Hezekiah in its initial telling, the depiction
of a royal child becomes more phantasmagorical and eschatological in Isa
9 and 11.
For a child was born to us, and a son was given to us,
whose government was upon his shoulder: and his name
is called the Messenger of great counsel: for I myself will
bring peace (
) upon the rulers (
), and
health to him. His rule (
) is great, and of his peace
(
) there is no limit upon the throne of David, and
his kingdom (
), establish it and support it in
righteousness (
) and in judgment, from now
and forever. (LXX Isa 9:5–6; emphasis added)
This royal child does not just choose good over evil, but he brings peace
to rulers, rules his kingdom in peace, and establishes righteousness forever.
Then in Isa 11:1–5 the promised ruler is depicted as Spirit empowered and
the paragon of righteousness. Ultimately, the plight of Israel’s corruption
is prophetically placated by divine intervention. God anoints a new
Davidic king with the Spirit, and that ruler will lead God’s people to peace,
righteousness, and goodness. Ben Witherington concludes, “in Isaiah 7,
speaks not only of the near horizon but of the more distant one where
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an ideal or eschatological ruler with divine attributes and even the very
character of God will come and set things right once and for all” (2017:
180).
In a similar manner, Isa 32 hopes for a kingdom where there is
a righteous king. “For behold, a righteous king will reign (
), and rulers will rule with judgment” (LXX Isa 32:1). Yet, for the
time being, society is still doomed; “the positive promise for the future
leaves no doubt that in the present Judah has a problem” (Goldingay 2012:
deliberate as a lawless counsel, in order to destroy the poor with unjust
(
) words and ruin the cause of the poor in judgement.” The leaders
in Israel show little concern for the poor and the needy, and they govern
with injustice rather than justice. Yet, Isaiah is not without hope and the
discourse changes. God’s people are destined for destruction but there is
still hope.
Daughters listen to my words with hope (
) … the
families have left the rich city; they will abandon the
desirable houses; … until the Spirit (
) from upon
high shall come upon you all … and righteousness
(
) will dwell in Carmel, and the works of
righteousness will be peace (
), and righteousness (
) will ensure relief,
by believing (
) for eternity; and his people will
dwell in a city of peace (
), they will dwell by
believing (
).” (LXX Isa 32:9, 14–18; emphasis
added)
The prophetic hope of Isaiah is a kingdom where the Spirit of God is
poured out upon the people, and righteousness (
) and peace
(
) reign (Goldingay 2012: 182). Interestingly, although Isa 7, 9, and
11 highlight different kingly characteristics, ch. 32 disperses those kingly
characteristics throughout the kingdom. Therefore, Isaiah’s hope is not just
for a righteous and peaceful ruler, it is also for a righteous and peaceful
kingdom populated by righteous and peaceful people.
This hope does not disappear, and it arises again in Isa 59–60. The
prophet asks in 59:1, “Is the hand of the Lord not strong enough to save?
Or has he made his ear heavy, so that he should not hear?” The prophet
responds with more indictment, and “focuses on the depth and extent of
their depravity” (Harman 2011: 442). “Your sins separated you and God,
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and your lips speak lawlessness, and your tongue practices unrighteousness
(
). No one speaks justice (
) … they believe (
) in
emptiness and they speak vanity” (59:2–4). Then in 59:8–9 the prophetic
indictment increases, “they did not know the way of peace (
) … they did not know peace (
). Because of
this, judgment was withdrawn from them, and righteousness (
)
did not reach them; while they waited for light, darkness came to them,
waiting for day break, in darkness they walked.” The prophet depicts a
bleak reality, one where God’s people are waiting for justice, but their own
injustices have isolated them from their redeemer. Yet, similar to 32, the text
turns positive.
The deliverer will come for the sake of Zion, and he will
turn away the impiety of Jacob. And this is my covenant
with them, says the Lord; my spirit (
), which is
upon you, and the words, which I gave into your mouth,
shall not fail your mouth and from the mouths of your
descendants, for the Lord has spoken, from now and
forever. Shine, shine, O Jerusalem, for your light is
present, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon you.
Behold, darkness will cover the earth … but the Lord
shall appear upon you, and his glory will be seen upon
you. And kings (
) will live in your light, and
nations in your brightness. (Isa 59:20–60:3; emphasis
added)
Isaiah envisions a time when God redeems Israel and God’s Spirit rests
upon them, so much so that foreign kings live in their new found light. The
presence of God and the anointing of the Spirit results in a new kingdom
full of righteousness and peace from top to bottom.
I will bestow your rulers (
) in peace (
)
and your overseers (
) in righteousness
(
); and they will never again obey
unrighteousness (
) in your land, nor destruction
nor misery in your boarders, but your walls will be called
salvation, … and all your people are righteous (
). (Isa 60:17–18, 21; emphasis added)
Isaiah 59 and 60 depict a kingdom that is helplessly unjust and violent
until God intervenes. Kings, rulers, and all the people of Israel are turned
peaceful and righteous at the arrival of God and the pouring out of the
Spirit.
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More passages in Isaiah pair peace and righteousness, but I
highlight those above because they demonstrate that Isaiah has a pattern
and a vocabulary for discussing kingdoms.11 Isaiah begins with indictment,
then God sends a leader who is empowered by the Spirit, or the Spirit is
sent to empower the people. This divine intervention leads to redemption
and restoration, not just for unrighteous rulers, but also for unrighteous
people. The result of this transformation is radical peace, righteousness,
justice, goodness, joy, and renewed hope.
Romans 14:17 in Intertextual Dialogue with Isaiah
The Isaianic texts delineated above indicate that Isaiah has
a consistent “socially charged” discourse (Bakhtin 1981: 291)—or a
consistent “ideologeme” (Kristeva: 1980: 31)—when discussing a renewed
and restored kingdom.12 Investigating intertextuality is not just about a
sharing of signs (lexical similarity), it is also about a sharing of discourses.
Therefore, if Romans shares with Isaiah similar topics, patterns, and
vocabulary, then the two can be read together intertextually.
The literary structure of Romans begins by stating its author and
its dialogue partners. Romans 1:1–2 states, “Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus,
called an apostle, set apart for the gospel of God, which was promised
beforehand through the prophets.” Romans begins by placing Paul’s
discourse in dialogue with, potentially, many prophetic discourses outside
of the text. However, the literary structure of Romans offers interpreters
clues to which prophetic texts are important for understanding Romans.
quotations of Isaiah throughout Romans. Thus, Isaiah plays an important
role in Romans, and Isaiah is the most pronounced dialogue partner.
Rom 3:10–18 pulls from Isaiah.
Paul places Ecclesiastes, Psalms, and Isaiah together to explain that “all are
under sin” (Rom 3:9). The catena begins with Eccl 7:20, “a righteous/just
(
) person does not exist, not even one,” and then it sandwiches Isa
59:7–8 between two Psalm citations; the words chosen from Isaiah in Rom
3:15–17 are, “their feet are swift to shed blood, destruction and misery are
in their ways, and they did not know the way of peace (
).”
The scriptural catena in Rom 3 is paradigmatic for how peace
is presented throughout Romans. With the exception of Paul’s greeting,
every time peace is mentioned righteousness/justice is also mentioned.13
Romans 2:10 states, “Glory, honor, and peace (
) to all who does
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good.” This statement is in a pericope concerning “God’s righteous
judgment (
)” (2:5), and it is followed by 2:13, “For the ones
who hear the law are not righteous (
) in God’s sight, but the ones who
do the law will be made righteous (
).” Romans 5:1 states,
“Therefore, since we are made righteous by faith (
), we have
peace (
) with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.” Romans 8:6, “The
mind of the Spirit is life and peace (
).” Then 8:10 explains, “the Spirit
is life because of righteousness (
).” Rom 12:18–19 exhorts,
“live peacefully (
) with all people. Never procure-retributivejustice (
) for yourselves, … for it is written, ‘I myself will repay
retributive-justice’ (
) says the Lord.” Finally, Romans 14:17 and 19,
“The kingdom of God is … righteousness (
), peace (
), and
joy in the holy Spirit. … Therefore then, let us pursue the things of peace
(
).”
The appearance of kingdom, righteousness, peace, good, joy,
and the Spirit in Isaiah and Romans validates this paper’s argument—the
two works share a “socially charged” discourse, or “ideologeme.” Romans
repeatedly pairs peace with righteousness because Isaiah does the same.
Moreover, in the contexts where peace is mentioned, goodness, joy, and
the Spirit also regularly occur. Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider Rom
14:17 and its surrounding context in dialogue with Isaiah’s key kingdom
texts.
There is no one kingdom text in Isaiah that perfectly holds all
the terms from Rom 14:17, but there are many texts that share the topic
and some of the terminology. Interpreters have often noted the similarities
between Rom 14:17 and 5:1–5.14 Interestingly, the NA 28 and Michael
J. Gorman note an allusion to Isa 32:17, “the works of righteousness
(
) will be peace (
),” in Rom 5:1, “since we are made
righteous (
) by faith we have peace (
) with God” (2013:
234). Multiple reasons indicate that Rom 14:17, like 5:1, is an allusion to Isa
32. First, both texts describe a kingdom (Isa 32:1 and Rom 14:17); second,
both pair righteousness and peace (Isa 32:17–18; Rom 14:17); and third,
both mention the Spirit (Isa 32:14; Rom 14:17). Furthermore, if one extends
beyond 14:17 and into the surrounding context, there is more evidence
that Rom 14 alludes to Isa 32. In Isa 32:17 the righteous are described as
“believing (
) for eternity/an age,” and 32:18 repeats, “they will
dwell by believing (
).” Interestingly, in Rom 14:14, Paul uses the
same verb (
) in the perfect like Isa 32:17 and 18. “I know and I have
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been persuaded (
) by the Lord” (Rom 14:14). Reading Rom 14 and
Isa 32 in dialogue reveals that the peaceful, eschatological kingdom that
Isaiah hoped for is presented as a reality in Romans. The people of God,
in Christ, represent a peaceful kingdom where God’s Spirit reigns and the
ripples of righteousness and peace permeate the population. Perhaps, Paul
understands that he is now participating in this eschatological “believing”
(
) community and he has been “persuaded” (
). The
people of the kingdom in Isaiah live in righteousness and peace and believe
in the Lord, and Paul does the same.15
Isaiah 59–60 is one of the most extensive discourses on the
peaceful and righteous kingdom. There is a direct quotation from Isa 59:7–
8 in Rom 3:15–17. Therefore, it is also possible that Rom 14:17 and the
surrounding context alludes to Isa 59–60 because it has already been cited
in Romans. Both texts describe kingdoms (Isa 59:20–60:3; Rom 14:17),
and both texts emphasize righteousness, peace, and the Spirit (Isa 59:21;
60:17–18, 21; Rom 14:17). Furthermore, in Isa 59 after mentioning those
who “do not know the way of peace,” the prophet explains, “in darkness
they walked (
)” (59:9). “Walk” (
) is a rare term in in
LXX Isaiah, only appearing in chapters 59 and 8, but “walk” also appears in
Rom 14:15. “For if your brother is grieved because of food, then you are not
walking (
) according to love.” Additionally, “walk” also appears
in 13:12–13, “Therefore, let us put off the works of darkness, and put on
the armor of light. As in the day, let us walk (
) honorably.”
Although “walk” is not a rare word in Pauline literature, the reversal of
walking in darkness from Isa 59:9 to walking in the day in Rom 13:13 is
striking. Furthermore, in 14:1 Paul writes, “Welcome those who are weak
in faith not for the purpose of disputes of opinions (
).” This term
for “opinion” (
it only occurs in LXX Isaiah in 59:7—but it is used twice.16 “Their swift feet
run to wickedness to shed blood; and their opinions are the opinions of
fools (
), destruction and misery
are in their ways.” Notice, when Paul cites Isaiah in Rom 3:15–17, the
phrase “their opinions are the opinions of fools” is omitted, but Paul uses
this emphatically repeated term later in Rom 14:1. Reading Rom 13–14 in
dialogue with Isa 59–60 reveals that Paul wanted the Christian community
to be the kingdom depicted in Isaiah—where the Spirit of God rested upon
God’s people, and they knew the ways of righteousness and peace. However,
the quarrels over eating certain foods and observing certain days threatened
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the peace. If the community quarreled over “opinions” (
), they
were at risk of turning away from God’s light and wandering back into
darkness. “It is a real political and social peace that Christ enables and,
moreover, demands of those who truly belong to His kingdom. This cannot
be a one-sided peace, favouring one group over another” (Campbell 2008:
25). Therefore, when Rom 14 is read in dialogue with Isa 59–60, it becomes
a text that is appealing to kingdom ethics—an ethic of peace not violent
division.
Conclusion: the Eschatological Kingdom of Peace
Although scholars in recent decades have interpreted Rom 14:17
in terms of Paul’s eschatology and his ethics, the connection between peace,
righteousness, and Isaiah’s kingdom discourses has been overlooked. In this
paper I revealed that there is a larger socially charged discourse that explains
Paul’s articulation of the kingdom. “The kingdom of God … is righteousness,
peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit” because the eschatological hope of Isaiah
was a reality in Paul’s present. In Paul’s believing communities, people are
made righteous through the work of Christ and the power of the Spirit. The
result of this transformation is a community founded on peace—those who
Craig Evans has noticed the connection between Jesus’s ministry
and Isaiah’s kingdom, but he has overlooked this in Romans. Moreover,
Evans does not recognize the importance of peace to the kingdom in
Isaiah. He writes, “The principal elements of Jesus’ proclamation of the
kingdom are present in Second Isaiah … the demand for repentance, and
the summons to faith are all rooted in the language and vision of Second
Isaiah” (1997: 672–73). Evans is correct that repentance and faith are
essential to the kingdom, but this study has also demonstrated that peace is
essential to Isaiah’s kingdom and to the Gospel. Moreover, Evans is quick
to conclude that Isa 52:7 is the foundation of Paul’s understanding of the
gospel, but he overlooks that peace is essential to the gospel in 52:7: “one
who proclaims the good news of peace (
),
… I shall make your salvation heard, saying, oh Zion, your God will reign
(
)” (1997: 689–90). In a similar manner, Ross Wagner
the message
that reveals God’s righteousness for all who believe, for the Jew and also for
the Greek” (2002: 356). Although Evans and Wagner are correct that Isaiah
is integral to Paul’s articulation of the gospel, they overlook the centrality of
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Isaiah’s kingdom of peace. Wagner even emphasizes righteousness, but he
misses the connection of peace and righteousness in Isaiah and Romans.
Isaiah’s kingdom discourses explain the union of the kingdom,
gospel, righteousness, and peace in Rom 14:17 and many other texts in the
NT (Luke 1:79; Acts 10:35–36; 2 Pet 3:13–14; Jas 3:18; Heb 12:13). More
work is needed in Luke, Acts, the General Epistles, and Hebrews in order
to demonstrate whether it is appropriate to read these texts in dialogue with
Isaiah. Yet, at the moment, it seems that Romans is not unique. Peace and
righteousness are essential to the gospel and the kingdom of God.
In conclusion, Romans 14 imagines a community where God has
replaced division and violence with righteousness and peace through the
Holy Spirit. The church then, and today, must not only be made righteous,
but it must also be made peaceful. The kingdom of God requires that
Christians be peacemakers. “Pursuing the kingdom of peace is a call to
work for peace. … Christians are called to become actively involved
in the transformation of the world. They not only wait but also work for
that kingdom” (Simmons 1982: 603). This call to work for peace is not
passive, it is active. Peace in God’s kingdom is creative, productive, and
transformative. When Christians pray, “may your kingdom come and will
be done,” they are praying for peace, and they are praying for the power to
make peace.
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